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1.	Introduction



Mirabel,	I.	F.,	Science 335,	175	(2012)

Gamma-ray binaries and	related systems are	key sources
in	modern high and	very high energy astrophysics …



Gamma-ray binaries as	of	2019		(Paredes	&	Bordas	2019)



Gamma-ray binaries as	of	2019		(Paredes	&	Bordas	2019)

Only a	handful of	systems are	known!!!!!



Historically, the FAEG group in collaboration with UB
colleagues contributed initially with the identification of
one of the prototypical GB systems: LS5039



The non-thermal radio
counterpart of LS 5039
was first noticed after
inspection of archival
survey data (NVSS).



Jet parameters:
β > 0.15 , θ < 81°
TB = 9.4 x 107 K

It is the only simultaneous X-ray/radio source 
within the 3EG J1824-1514 statistical contours.

Paredes, Martí,  et al. 2000, Science 288, 2340

VLBA, 5 GHz

EGRET candidate: LS 5039

Equipartition: 
Ee = 5 x 1039 erg
B = 0.2 G

LS 5039 could be related to the
high energy gamma-ray source 

3EG J1824-1514

The photon spectral index is
steeper than the α < 2 values
usually found for pulsars

Merk et al.1996,A&ASS 120, 465

Orbital phase 0.2



Previous sucesses



Confirmationof	LS5039	as	a	TeV source by the H.E.S.S.	collaboration
(Aharonian et	al.	2005,	Science).



Historically, the FAEG group in collaboration with UB
colleagues contributed initially with the identification of
one of the prototypical GB systems: LS5039



Historically, the FAEG group in collaboration with UB
colleagues contributed initially with the identification of
one of the prototypical GB systems: LS5039

This finding was prompted thanks to the availability of
public data archives and catalogues, mainly NVSS and
EGRET.



Historically, the FAEG group in collaboration with UB
colleagues contributed initially with the identification of
one of the prototypical GB systems: LS5039

This finding was prompted thanks to the availability of
public data archives and catalogues, mainly NVSS and
EGRET.

Could this early finding be emulated again?



2.	Where to	search?



Interestingly, some of the currently known gamma-ray binaries and new additions
to this class correspond to objects already present in ancient catalogues of
peculiar stars. For example:

• Catalogue of Luminous Stars in the Northern Milky Way (Hardorp + 1959-1965): LS I+61303,
HESS J0632+057 (LS VI+05 11), …

• Catalogue of Luminous Stars in the Southern Milky Way (Stephenson & Sanduleak 1971): LS
5039, PSR B1259-63 (LS 2883) …

• Catalogue of Early-Type Stars Whose Spectra Have Shown Emission Lines (Wackerling 1970):
HESS J0632+057 (MWC 656), AGL J2241+4454 (MWC 656) …

Are there anymore similar systemswaiting for discovery in the archives?

Systematic searches could still provide interesting results here in parallel to
serendipitous discoveries.



The Luminous Star (LS) catalogue series
pioneered by Hardrop et al. (1959)





3.	Learning from previous failures



Two fomer LS-GB candidates that
initially looked very promising
(Martí et al. 2014)



Martí	et	al.	(2014)



Martí	et	al.	(2014)No	astrometric optical-radio	 coincidence!!!!!



The case	of	3FGL	J0133.3+5930	and	LSI	+5979		(Martí	et	al.	2017)



The Fermi gamma-ray source
vanished in the 4FGL catalogue,
but the discovery of LSI+5979 as
a peculiar eclipsing Be-binary
system remains to be interpreted
(Martí et al. 2014).



4.	Unmasking hidden blazars



… sometimes failure in	one sense
means success in	the opposite direction!!!!!



The candidate GB	system HD	49798	
according to	the Fermi 4FGL	catalogue

(Martí	et	al.	2019,	in	prep.)



Possible association with HD	49798		as	a	HMXB	already noted in	the Fermi	4FGL	catalogue!!!



HD	49798	
An O6	early-type star consistent in	position	with 4FGL		J0647.7-4418	

Catalogued as	a	HMXB	in	the SIMBAD	database!!!







The peculiar	nature of	HD	49798	was originally discovered

in	Argentina					

by the renowed Jaschek spectroscopistsusing plates taken at	the Bosque	Alegre	
stationof	Córdoba Observatory in	Argentina	(Jaschek&	Jaschek,	1963,	PASP,	75,	365).





4FGL	J0647.7-4418

Results of	our own Fermi	
LAT	analysis (Martí	et	al.	
2019,	in	prep.)



(1-100	GeV)



(1-100	GeV)

?
?
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HD	49798,	some data:

Orbital	period:		1.55	d		(Thackeray 1970)	

Distance 508	+/- 16	pc		(Gaia DR2)

Pulsationsof	13.2	s		in	X-ray (Israel	et	al.	1997).	Coud be	NS	orWD.

X-ray eclipses	(Mereghetti et	al.	2011)		constrained inclinationand	rendered masses
of	1.50	M☉ and	1.28M☉ for the sub-dwarf and	compact	object,	respectively.

Discovery	of	spin-up (dP/dt =	-2.15	x	10-15)		by Mereghetti et	al.	(2016).	Accretion
spin-up	by sub-dwarf stellar wind cannot account for it! The proposed alternative
scenario is a	young contracting white dwarf!

Could this scenario also account for gamma-rays?



…	and for a	plausible	WD	momentof	inertia and	the observed spin-up:

Intriguingly,	this rotational energy excess exceeds the
gamma-ray luminosityby two orders of	magnitude!!!

Due to	spin-up:



• An energetically plausible powering source (WD contraction)
has been proposed that could render HD49798 a new kind of
gamma-ray binary.

• But, this requires confirmation as the details of the emission
mechanism have not yet been worked out.

• However, …



Martí	et	al.	
(2019)



SUMSS radio map at 843
MHz of the candidate AGN
in the field of HD49798



• An energetically plausible powering source (WD contraction)
has been proposed that could render HD49798 a new kind of
gamma-ray binary.

• But, this requires confirmation as the details of the emission
mechanism have not yet been worked out.

• However, we must not forget that at least one alternative
counterpart to the Fermi source is present (AGN?). This could
kill the gamma-ray binary idea …upsssss!!!!



Location of the AGN candidate in
the WISE Gamma-ray strip
(Massaro et al. 2012).

This fact renders it a very serious
counterpart candidate to the
Fermi LAT source!!!!



5.	Conclusions and	future perspectives



5.	Conclusions and	future perspectives

Despite failures in the identfication of new GBs among LS stars, we
are conviced that this series of catalogues remain as a promising
niche for future discoveries.

TheWISE Blazar Strip approach has found a useful utility beyond its
original purpose in extragalactic astrophysics.

Upcoming gamma-ray observatories with improved sensitivity and
angular resolution, suchs as the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA),
years will play a major role in future discovries.



Thank you!!!


